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Abstract

A recently proposed statistical model of ecological inference (the inference of

individual behavior from aggregated data), known by its adherents as \EI",

has recently gained a great deal of attention both inside and outside the

statistical profession. This article shows that \EI" is in fact an application

of the standard statistical theory of prediction, though with many statistical

errors, not the least of which is the failure of the author of \EI" to recognize

the relationship between \EI" and prediction. While application of the theory

of prediction may improve the case-level inference of individual behavior, it

is unlikely to improve the estimates for the overall dataset, which is the usual

goal of ecological inference.
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1 Introduction

The �eld of ecological inference is concerned with the problem of determining

the behavior of individuals with certain characteristics when this behavior is

observed not at the level of the individual, but rather after the application of

some aggregation mechanism. A simple form of the problem (which is su�-

cient for the following exposition) is that there exists a dataset of p electoral

units, an electoral unit (usually referred to as a precinct) being the aggrega-

tion where the election authorities report totals of individual ballots. Now,

each electoral unit i has associated with it N b
i individuals with characteristic

b, Nw
i individuals with characteristic w, and also the total number of votes

for a particular candidate (call it Yi). The ecological inference problem is

then to determine what proportion of the voters with characteristic b voted

for the candidate and what proportion with characteristic w voted for the
candidate.

One solution is through some form of linear regression, estimating an
equation of the form Yi = N b

i b
b + Nw

i b
w + vi or some variant thereof, with

bb being interpreted as the proportion of voters with characteristic b sup-
porting the candidate and bw being interpreted as the proportion of voters
with characteristic w supporting the candidate (this was �rst done by Good-
man (1953)). Another solution technique is known as the method of bounds

(Duncan and Davis (1953)), which notes that for any individual precinct, bb

and bw can only take on certain values, the set of which are often a much
smaller interval than the [0; 1] interval in which bb and bw, being proportions,
can logically fall. There are di�culties with both approaches; linear regres-
sion estimates can fall outside of [0; 1], while with the method of bounds, it

is not obvious how to combine the individual ranges in order to obtain an
overall estimate. A model which purports to combine these two methods in
a manner which solves the problems of both has recently been introduced by

King (1997), and is now known in the social science statistical literature as
\EI."

The use of a acronym to described a statistical technique of course has

strong connotations to statisticians, as powerful techniques throughout statis-
tics are generally known by their abbreviations (EM, MLE, and OLS come

to mind). It is therefore not unnatural for statisticians to wonder whether
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knowledge of \EI" is something that a statistician needs to add to his or

her professional repertoire. Certainly the publicity surrounding this statis-

tical technique might lead one to think so. For example, the yer issued by

Princeton University Press (1997) described the publication of King's book as

being \the subject of unprecedented press releases from the National Science

Foundation and the Council of Scienti�c Society Presidents," and describes

the book as \a solution to the longest standing methodological problem in

political science research." Furthermore, accounts of his proposed method-

ology have even appeared in the popular press, such as the New York Times

(1997).

In spite of these press releases and topical converge, however, it is proba-

bly safe to say that most statisticians were unaware of the existence of \EI"
until an unusual exchange in The Journal of the American Statistical As-

sociation between King (1999) and Freedman, Ostland, Roberts, and Klein

(1999). This exchange was occasioned by a review of King (1997) by Freed-
man, Klein, Ostland and Roberts (1998), the essence of the review being
that, in the time-honored tradition of ecological inference, it was possible to
�nd datasets for which the \EI" procedure gave poor estimates of ecologi-
cal behavior without being able to determine, through the \EI" diagnostic

procedures, that these results were lacking. Furthermore, the review made
extensive comparisons to a model known as the neighborhood model (origi-
nally proposed by Freedman et. al (1991), and which is not a statistical model
at all but rather an allocation rule), and concluded that the neighborhood
model produced superior results to \EI". There was very little discussion of

the \EI" procedure as a statistical procedure (essentially one paragraph in
(Freedman et. al. (1998), p. 1521), and no discussion on the claims of King's
to have discovered what King considered to be a new and powerful form of
statistical inference (see King (1997, pp. 91-92), for example).

As Freedman et. al. (1998) could not properly be considered a review of

King (1997), the book review editor at JASA invited King to prepare a re-
sponse to the review and this appeared in the \Letters to the Editor" section
(King (1999)). While this was a rare opportunity for King to present the

essence of his model in its most appealing form to the statistical profession

(and what author would not avail himself of the the opportunity to write
a review of his own book?), his reply did not do that; rather, it primarily
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consisted of two parts, the �rst of which was a discussion of the motives of

Freedman et. al (1991, 1998) for advancing the neighborhood model, the sec-

ond of which was a series of simulated examples as to how Freedman et. al.

(1998) had misapplied the diagnostics present in the \EI" procedure. Simula-

tion was necessary due to the refusal of Freedman et. al (1998) to make their

data available; Freedman et. al. (1999) responded that the original refusal

to share data had come from King, and Freedman et. al. (1999) provided

their own evidence that they had indeed applied the diagnostics correctly.

The cycle of example, counter example and counter counter example was

now complete.

While the exchange between Freedman et. al. (1998, 1999) and King

(1999) provided an interesting insight into the dynamics behind the usually
dry process of academic discourse (a senior editor at JASA I spoke with used
the term \personality"), the problem with press releases, polemic exchanges

and mutual accusations is that they tend to obscure the statistical aspects of
any procedure. And while there has been a great deal of obscuration on the
\EI" method, the essence of the King \EI" method is quite simple and already
exists in the statistical literature, for, fundamentally, the King \EI" method
is a straightforward application of the statistical theory of prediction. This

article, then, briey outlines the King method in relation to that theory,
discusses some of King's claims of improved e�ciency and robustness for
district-wide estimators, and then discusses some of the factors which have
led, up to this point, to the failure to place the King \EI" procedure in its
proper place in statistical theory.

2 The King \EI" method

The basics of the King model is summarized by Wang (1998) and that sum-

mary is followed here (in King (1997) the method is spread out over multiple
chapters and appendices and is quite di�cult to follow). Essentially, there

are two types of individuals in an electoral precinct i, type b (for black) and
type w (for white). There are N b

i blacks and Nw
i whites in the precinct, for

Ni voters overall. Useful \district-wide" quantities (a district is a collection
of precincts) are N b =

Pp
i=1N

b
i and Nw =

Pp
i=1N

b
w, and N = N b + Nw,
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where p is the number of precincts in the district. Turnout (the act of cast-

ing a ballot, regardless of candidate choice) in the precinct can be expressed

as NT
i = N b

i �
b
i +N

w
i �

w
i , or Ti = Xi�

b
i +(1�Xi)�

w
i (the accounting identity),

where Ti = NT
i =Ni and Xi = N b

i =Ni, whence 1 �Xi = Nw
i =Ni (King actu-

ally develops a complicated method of dealing with both turnout and vote

choice through separate equations and then combining the results from each

equation, but the \EI" method can be illuminated by only dealing with the

turnout equation.) If there are p precincts, there are p pairs (�b
i ; �

w
i ), or 2p

unknowns. Without additional assumptions no unique solution exists, as an

in�nite set of pairs of (�b
i ; �

w
i ) solve the set of equations.

King's solution is to assume that the (�b
i ; �

w
i ) are distributed bivariate

truncated normal on the unit square and to estimate the parameters of the
underlying bivariate normal distribution (call them � = ( �Bb; �Bw; ��2b ; ��

2

w; ��bw))
by the method of maximum likelihood. Suitable assumptions are made to

ensure that the usual product likelihood function is valid, and for the moment
it will be assumed that the King model is the correct speci�cation. King
adopts a two-stage procedure, �rst estimating parameters of the underlying
bivariate normal and then using these estimates to calculate precinct-level
estimates, which he then combines to create district-level estimates. The

complexity of this procedure demands extensive numerical integration be
performed (King uses simulation), but as will be seen later, a procedure
exists that achieves much the same results as the King procedure, with this
alternative procedure using only numeric optimization of the likelihood and
the usual application of asymptotic limit theorems. The existence of this type

of procedure, being primarily analytic, can then be used to examine King's
claims as to the robustness and increased e�ciency of the \EI" methodology.

This reliance of the precinct-level estimators on the maximum likelihood

estimators can be seen in King's bifurcated approach to estimation, as he �rst
estimates the parameters of the bivariate normal by the method of maximum

likelihood and then (usually, see King (1997, sec. 7.4 and 7.5)) uses the

sampling distributions of the mles as a prior for a second stage of estimation,
where he estimates

Pr [�b
i jT ] =

Z
Pr [�( � )jT ]Pr [�b

i jT;
� ]d � ; (1)

the � being a deterministic transformation of the � chosen for its numeric
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tractability (King, 1997, p. 136). Since  is a �ve-dimensional vector, this

is a complicated integral and a numeric evaluation must be performed (this

evaluation is described in King (1997, sec. 8.2) and is involved). His precinct-

level estimators are thus based on the precinct-level random variables �b
i jTi,

which function almost like primitives in the King model. Bounds on the

support of �b
i jTi can be derived by taking extreme values of �w

i in the ac-

counting identity (Ti = Xi�
b
i + (1 � Xi)�

w
i ), and these bounds correspond

to the usual method of bounds in the ecological literature (letting �w
i equal

zero or one gives �b
i 2 [Max (0; Ti=Xi � (1 � Xi)=Xi);Min (1; Ti=Xi)], for

example). Thus King can plausibly claim that his method of estimation

combines the method of Goodman (linear regression, or King's maximum

likelihood model here), with the method of bounds. Respects is probably a

better word than combines, since the assumption that the accounting iden-
tify holds, plus restricting (�b

i ; �
w
i ) to be bivariate truncated normal on the

unit square, ensures that the Duncan and Davis bounds will obtain and both
of these assumptions are built into the likelihood.

Since King believes �b
i jTi is the best predictor function of �

b
i when making

precinct-level inferences (\By far the best summary of our knowledge of the
parameter [King means �b

i ] ... is the entire posterior distribution [i.e., �b
i jTi]

(King, 1997, p. 149))," it follows that graphs of this distribution provide
the most information, and they are duly provided at places in his work (see
King, 1997, p. 148, for example). This belief in the optimality of �b

i jTi is
at odds with statistical theory, however, which holds that the best predictor
function for �b

i would be E (�b
i jTi), not �

b
i jTi (in terms of mean square error{

see a text such as Bickel and Doksum (1977, sec. 1.6), for example). King's
justi�cation for his preference for �b

i jTi is given in King (1997, sec. 6.2.3), and
this justi�cation bears some resemblance to the usual statistical derivation of
the best predictor function of one variable by another, insofar as King does
(for the case of the bivariate normal) compare variation between Var (�b

i jTi)

and Var (�b
i ), and �nds that variance of the �rst quantity is less than that

of the second. The use of the bivariate normal as an example has apparently
mislead King, though, since for that distribution the quantity Var (�b

i jTi) is
not a function of Ti, something which is not usually the case. The random

quantity present in Var (�b
i jTi) for most distributions would make categorical

statements such as that cited at the beginning of this paragraph equivocal

at best; most comparisions between random variables rely on some type of
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averaging.

When it comes to actually calculating precinct-level point estimates, King

himself uses the averaging in the expectation operator to create these esti-

mates. King choice is the usual estimator from statistical theory, [E (�b
i jTi)],

and he simulates the expectation of the probability distribution displayed in

(1) by taking multiple draws from the distribution and averaging these to-

gether (he suggests a possible use of the median but appears to use the mean

almost exclusively{the median, of course, would put his estimates away from

the optimal predictor function). While this procedure might be expected

to produce a consistent estimator of the expected value of �b
i jTi (assuming

�b
i jTi is calculated correctly, a point that will be discussed later), King also

uses these draws to compute the standard deviation based on the deviation
of these draws from the average of these draws. This is usually incorrect, as
the desired variation is that of E (�b

i jTi), not the variation of �b
i jTi, which is

what King's procedure provides an estimate of.

3 Calculation of Precinct-level Estimators

For actually calculating the precinct-level estimators, �rst the case of the bi-
variate normal will be considered, then the truncated bivariate normal. For
the bivariate normal, of course, no simulation is necessary for the calculation
of the precinct-level estimators, as all of these quantities can be calculated an-
alytically. If (�b

i ; �
w
i ) are bivariate normal, E [�b

i jTi] is simply �Bb+ ��b
i [Ti� ��i],

where ��i = Xi
�Bb+(1�Xi) �B

w and ��b
i = Cov [�b

i ; Tij
� ]=Var [Tij � ] (see Mori-

son, section 3.4, for a complete derivation under the condition of multivariate

normality). Under normality, then, the �̂b
i is a positive a�ne transformation

of Ti � ��i, so that �̂b
i is a linear function of the residual. Thus the informa-

tion in any of King's �̂b
i is no di�erent than the information in the residual

for the case when (�b
i ; �

w
i ) is bivariate normal, and any of King's diagnostic

procedures which rely upon the estimated �̂b
i are in reality relying upon the

residual of the regression, which will make them no more or no less e�ective
than a diagnostic procedure which relies upon the residual.

Turning to the case where (�b
i ; �

w
i ) is truncated bivariate normal, let  =
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(Bb;Bw; �2b ; �
2

w; �bw) be the parameters of that distribution. Then Bb+�b
i [Ti�

�i], where �i = XiB
b+(1�Xi)B

w and �b
i = Cov [�b

i ; Tij ]=Var [Tij ], is still

a good estimator for �̂b
i , in that �

b
i��̂

b
i continues to have zero expectation and

the above de�nition of �b
i minimizes the variation of this random di�erence

for linear functions of the Ti. It can also be shown that this estimator satis�es

the accounting identify (usingXiCov (�b
i ; Ti)+(1�Xi)Cov (�w

i ; Ti) = Var [Ti]

and some algebraic manipulation) and that �̂b
i and �̂

w
i are both in the unit

interval (by taking the extreme points of (Ti;Xi) and mapping them into the

(�̂b
i , �̂

w
i ) plane). So for precinct-level estimates that use the linear form of

the estimator, the bounds provided by Duncan and Davis are satis�ed. This

linear estimator is a function of the parameters of the truncated bivariate

normal; estimated parameters from a numeric optimization of the likelihood

would be those of the underlying (untruncated) bivariate normal. To convert
between these two sets of paramters, one must use analytical formulas such
as those given in Regier and Hamdan (1971) (King, incidentally, is under
the misapprehension that the precise functional relationship between the

parameters of the underlying bivariate normal distribution and the truncated
bivariate normal distribution cannot be solved analytically (King (1997),
p. 105)). The formulas given in this paper allow the usual application of
asymptotic theory to �nd con�dence intervals for the linear estimator when
the parameters are replaced with the maximum likelihood estimates.

Using E [�b
i jTi] is of course better in terms of minimal variation but the

complexity of calculating this quantity often argues against its use. Such
is the case with the truncated bivariate normal, as King miscalculates the

distribution of �b
i jTi (which he then uses to simulate E [�b

i jTi]). King claims
that �b

i jTi is truncated univariate normal with the mean of the underlying
normal distribution being �Bb+ ��b

i [Ti� ��i] and the variance being Var [�b
i ]�

��b
iCov [�b

i ; Tij
� ]. To obtain this result, King (1997, app. C) treats (�b

i ; �
w
i ) as

bivariate normal, then transforms (�b
i ; �

w
i ) to (�

b
i ; Ti), which is also bivariate

normal. The mean and variance of the (normal) conditional variate �b
i jTi is

then calculated in the usual way. At this point, however, King truncates �b
i jTi

(he refers to as \putting o� truncation until the end" (King 1997, p. 306))
to obtain the truncated univariate normal distribution. These operations are

invalid if (�b
i ; �

w
i ) are bivariate truncated normal, as truncation in general

cannot be \put o�" or altered. As an example, the sum of two normal

variables truncated after summation is truncated normal but the sum of two
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truncated normal variables is not truncated normal, a fact which can be

established through manipulation of characteristic functions.

That this distributional derivation is invalid can also be seen from the fact

that the equality E [E [�b
i jTi]] = E [�b

i ] does not hold, since by equation (79)

in Johnson and Kotz (1970), E [�b
i jTi] =

�Bb+ ��b
i(Ti� ��i)+�(Ti), the � being a

term which depends upon the limits of integration. Then E [E [�b
i jTi]] =

�Bb+

��b
i [(B

b� �Bb)Xi+(Bw� �Bw)(1�Xi)]+E [�(Ti)], which is not, in general, equal

to Bb unless (�b
i ; �

w
i ) are distributed bivariate normal, whence E [�(Ti)] =

0, �Bb = Bb and �Bw = Bw. Thus all of the substantive conclusions King

draws from his interpretation of �b
i jTi as being truncated univariate normal

distribution (and there are a number, see King (1997, p. 108), for example)

are wrong. Use of the correct E [�b
i jTi] would require simulating �b

i jTi and
then simulating the expectation of this variate; it is not clear that after all of
this simulation one would have a better estimator than the linear one derived

above and even less clear that there is any substantive di�erence, as E [�b
i jTi]

will almost certainly be close to the linear estimator, except, perhaps, in
extreme cases. This implies that the �̂b

i based on this expectation will be
close to being a linear function of the residual, so even if E [�b

i jTi] were
calculated correctly the �̂b

i derived from using it would still be basically a

function of the residual.

4 Calculation of District-level Estimators

District-wide estimates of individual behavior is the usual goal of ecological
inference, and King claims that the use of precinct-level estimators improves
the estimation of district-wide parameters, speci�cally mentioning that the
preferred estimator for the percent of blacks voting is

P
N b

i �
b
i =N

b (King
(1997), p. 32). Since this is a random function and not a statistic, King

takes �̂b
i and replaces �b

i in this random function to create a statistic. Using
the linear precinct-level estimator derived above, this statistic can be written

as P
N b

i �̂
b
iP

N b
i

= Bw +
X N b

i

N b
�i(Ti � �i)

8



(recall N b =
P
N b

i ). Asymptotically, if the N b
i =N

b are all negligible, the law

of large numbers causes the last term to go to zero and King's district-wide

estimator reduces to Bw, which is best estimated by use of the appropriate

maximumlikelihood estimator, not King's estimator. King, however, justi�es

the use of this estimator on the basis of the existence of one or more N b
i =N

b

being non-negligible (the existence of such terms has implications for the use

of maximum likelihood estimation, which also depends on the law of large

numbers, though King does not discuss this). If it is decided to approximateP
N b

i �
b
i=N

b, King's substitution of �̂b
i for �b

i is ine�cient. To see this, let

�i = N b
i =N

b, ri = �2i�
2

iVar [Ti � �i], and si = �i�iCov [�b
i ; Ti � �i]. For

the best linear unbiased estimator of
P
�i�

b
i (which is King's estimator), the

method of LaGrange multipliers can be used to �nd i such that the random

function
P
�i�

b
i �

P
i�̂

b
i has zero expectation and minimial variation (the

solution is i = (2si + �)=2ri, where � = (
P
1=2ri)

�1[1�
P
(si=ri)]).

Suppose now it is assumed that King's model does not represent the
data correctly, that is, the \EI" underlying probability model is misspec-
i�ed. King makes claims as to the robustness of his procedure, and the
analytic framework for King's procedure established above o�ers a way to
evaluate this for district-wide quantities. Under a bivariate normal dis-

tribution (without truncation), consider the case where the true model is
Ti = Xi�

b
i + (1 � Xi)�

w
i = Xi�i = X� + ui, Var (ui) = �2i , but the model

estimated is Ti = Zi�i = Zi� + vi, Var (vi) = �2i . Assuming a random sam-
ple of size n, let X be the n by 2 stacked matrix of the Xi's, Z be the n
by G stacked matrix of the Zi, Yi be the n by 1 stacked matrix of the Yi,

� = ( �B1; �B2) be a 2 by 1 mean vector of the bivariate normal, and � be a G
by 1 vector, � being of course a function of �. Letting � being the n by n
matrix with the variance terms located on the diagonal, o�-diagonal entries
being zero, then the log likelihood of this speci�cation is

ln L [Zj� ] = c�
X

ln �i + :5(Y � Z� )0��1(Y � Z� )

= c�
X

ln �i + :5(Y �X�)0��1(Y �X�)

+ (Y �X�)0��1(X� � Z� )

+ :5(X� � Z� )0��1(X� � Z� ) (2)

(conditions for convergence of this type of misspeci�ed likelihood are given in
such texts as White (1994)). Di�erentiating the last expression with respect
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to � and equating to zero, one obtains

0 = Z 0��1(Y �X�) + Z 0��1(X� � Z� ); (3)

or

�̂ = (Z 0��1Z)�1Z 0��1X�

+ (Z 0��1Z)�1Z 0��1(Y �X�) (4)

Scaling (Z 0��1Z)�1 by n and Z 0��1X� and Z 0��1(Y � X�) by 1/n and

taking limits gives

plim �̂ =

"
plim

(Z 0��1Z)

n

#
�1

plim
(Z 0��1X)

n
�;

as the last term of (4) consists of deviations from zero assumed to be un-
correlated with any other variable. This estimator is the same as the GLS

estimator under the incorrect speci�cation (the variance parameters will need
to be estimated also but the above will hold for those estimated values).

To examine the robustness of this estimator, letMg
i = Zg

i Ni be the num-

ber of people with characteristic g in precinct i, � gi be the random coe�cient

for the ith precinct, �̂ gi be the estimator of this random coe�cient, and �̂ g

be the gth component of �̂ . Then using the linear form of the precinct-level
estimator, since Ti��i = Xi�+ui�Zi� , the district-wide quantities for any

g can be expressed as

P
Mg

i �̂
g
iP

M
g
i

= �̂ g + (
X

M
g
i )

�1

X
M

g
i

Cov [� gi ; Ti]

Var [Ti]
[Xi� + ui � Zi� ]: (5)

To show robustness under a violation of the model assumptions, one would

need to show that this expression is \closer" to the true value than the one

under a regression. To set a situation where this judgment can be made,
consider the case where both Xi and Zi have two groups, say latino and

non-latino, but there has been errors in the classi�cation, with some latinos
being treated as non-latinos and vica versa (if the classi�cation of latino
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ethnicity is done by surname matching, as it often is, some error is inevitable,

if only due to intermarriage and some women taking the surname of their

husband). Then robustness here would be that the King district estimator,P
M1

i �̂
1

i =
P
M1

i is closer to �1 = �B1 from the true model than it is when �̂ 1

is obtained from a regression procedure. Inspection of (5) gives no particular

reason to believe that this estimator would be robust in that sense, and there

is a case where the King district-wide estimator and the GLS estimator can be

shown to be the same. Let (Xi; Zi) be independently, identically distributed

multivariate normal variates. Then from (3) it follows that from construction

of the � in the maximization, the quantity (Xi� � Zi� )=�
2

i is normal with

mean zero and has zero covariance with Zi, and is hence independent (by

normality) of any function of Zi. Cov [�
g
i ; Ti], is, however, only a function of

the Zi, as it is calculated under the assumption that Yi = Zi�i is the true
model (the randomness in Ti is removed via the expectation operator). So
the second term of (5) will approach zero, and in this case the King estimator
reduces to a generalized least squares estimator, and the King procedure is

not robust at the district level (giving the same answer as generalized least
squares). The robustness of King's district-level estimator to other forms of
misspeci�cation and/or violations of assumptions can also be analyzed using
the framework described here.

5 The \EI" Method and Statistical Theory

From the above, it is clear that King's methodology is not a new �nding
in statistical theory, and essentially his methodology reduces to allocating
the residual from his linear regression type procedure to the individual co-

e�cients of his varying parameters regression. While these precinct-level
estimators (when correctly calculated) will be better for the prediction of

precinct results than simply using the mean from the underlying distribution

(and will also share diagnostic properties of the residuals of the regression),
inference on the underlying parameters of the distribution will not be im-

proved and there is no reason to expect improvements in the district-wide
quantities, either in terms of estimation or robustness under model misspec-

i�cation. The \EI" model can thus be seen as a straight-forward application
of the mathematical theory of prediction, even though not perceived as such
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by the author.

This misperception comes about for a number of reasons. First, there

is a lack of statistical knowledge and sophistication in King's work. Aside

from the various probabilistic errors outlined above (which can be corrected),

and an apparent lack of knowledge of a common statistical procedure, King

simply assumes and/or asserts too often. As one example, he assumes that

because his estimators work better at the precinct level than the estimated

mean form the truncated bivariate normal, any district estimator constructed

from these estimates must also be more accurate at the district level, though

he calculates no covariance matrices to show that this is the case. Or as

another example, he believes that there will be a fundamental improvement

in his estimation of �b
i jT by treating his estimates of � as uncertain and con-

ditioning on them, as in (1). This approach can be compared to the usual
method of asymptotic inference, which substitutes the mle estimator of � 

into the distribution function of �b
i jT;

� , and uses this distribution for infer-
ence. When King complains (King, 1999, p. 353) \They [Freedman et. al.
(1998)] would condition on uncertain point estimates of intermediate param-
eters, rather than correctly include the full uncertainty of all quantities," he
is claiming that his method is superior to standard asymptotic inference. It

may be, but he provides no support for this assertion. A priori, it seems un-
likely that there would be any real di�erence between estimates from the two
approaches, particularly since King is already accepting asymptotic meth-
ods by his use of the method of maximum likelihood. On the other hand,
there would be tremendous simpli�cation in his model if the usual asymptotic

approximation were used.

The second reason for King's failure to identify his procedure in the sta-
tistical literature is the ease with which simulation is now done, given the re-

cent advances in software and hardware. Statistics by simulation is the wave

of the future, and it seems inevitable that it will replace the often-di�cult
probabilistic manipulations which historically have served as the basis for
statistical theory (King notably states that \Simulation ... is a lot easier,

faster, and more intuitive than the corresponding mathematical derivations

(1997, p. 141)"). While there is certainly a place for every technique, it
seems all too likely that a reliance on simulation distorts the practitioner's

view of statistical theory. As an example, consider the following (King (1997,

12



p. 107)):

For example, most textbook presentations of regression anal-

ysis �rst derive the variance of the coe�cient vector conditional

on the regression variance. In the usual notation, V(bj�2) =

(X 0X)�1�2. Only after this calculation do we average over the

uncertainty in �2 to yield the unconditional variance V(b) =

(X 0X)�1�̂2 = (X 0X)�1e0e=(n� k).

Needless to say, textbook presentation of simple linear regression do not

consider the variance parameters of the regression �2 to be uncertain{rather,

it is assumed to be a �xed parameter which happens to be unknown. Would
King conceptualize linear regression in this way if he were not treating other

�xed parameters as random to make his calculations? How many of the
other mistakes that he makes might have been caught if analytic means were
the primary method of analysis, rather than simulation, or even if certain
analytical checks, such as calculating expectations, were carried out?

Finally, any theory does not exist in a vacuum{it has adherents and
detractors. Ideally, in a scienti�c environment, one's degree of adherence
or dissension is related to scienti�c principles. The degree of \hype" on this
theory, however, leads one to believe that at some points this is not the case.

King (1999, p. 352) himself speaks of the \excitement" which his theory has
generated, and there is now a cottage industry applying it (King (1999) gives
a number of references); these researchers have a vested interest in having
\EI" accepted as the primary methodology of ecological inference. The role of
statisticians in cases like this should be to make certain that sound statistical

theory is applied, and this article is an e�ort to make certain that is the case.
Since King's (1997) work passed through peer review at a major press and
has been the subject of many presentations and academic papers in the �eld
of political methodology, all without either the errors discussed in this article

or the statistical basis of \EI" being uncovered, it is clear that it is going

to take statisticians to provide statistical guidance. After all, the statistical
technique of prediction, when carried out correctly, would certainly be useful

to improve precinct-level results. The district-wide claims for \EI", however,
seem to be unsupported by statistical theory.
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